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JOSE CoLE CIRCUS SWINGS INTO IIALENBECK

F~sets
strike vote date

HAll

vote is a normal part of labor
negotiations though she was not
aware of whether or not the IF0 had
ever taken a strike authorizatiOn
vote. She said MnSCU was not
surprised by the IFO's decision to
take the vote.
by Mandy Jackson
"We have never been at this
C<:rNEWS EDITOR
point," Langen said. · "Before
MnSCU,
we've had difficult
A strike authorization vote has
· been scheduled by the Inter Faculty negotiations, but we never have
taken
a
strike
authorization vote."
Organization for April 27 .due to
He said he believes a settlement
reports st.a.ting contract negotiations
can
still
be
reached through
with Minnesota State Colleges and
negotiations.
Universities have broken down.
"Faculty feel the best way to get
According to Bill Langen, local
action coordinator _for SCSU's MnSCU back to the table is by a
Faculty Association, the decision to 'yes' strike authorization vote,"
schedule a strike authorization vote Langen said.
Kohl said,
was made after an· IFO board
"We
have
meeting on April 2. At the meeting,
asked
them
the IFO negotiations team reported
(IFO)
to _
that contract negotiations between
come back. to
IFO and MnSCU had come to a
the
standstill.
bargaining
The negotiations team asked the
tabl,,e.1' She
• lfj;) ..J,oanl f<>< - • ;'i<,pport.
said MnSCU
Langen said, and the decision was
has asked the
made to take a strike authorization~
vote.
Bn.L LANGEN r:i!ator bo~~
'There is no enthusiasm to
strike," Langen said. "We have been sides together for more negotiations
dragged kicking and screaming to since the last round on 'Feb. 21.
The issues that have kept the IFO
this point."
Faculty from all state universities and MnSCU from an agreement are
salary,
contract language and usage
iri the MnSCU system will vote on
whether to authorize the IFO to of adjunct professors.
Langen explained these issues
declare a strike. A "yes" vote docs
not necessarily mean there will be a translate into the quality of
strike, it only allows the IFO programs offered by state
leadership to declare a strike at any universities.
"Our mission has been
time.
lf there is a "yes" vote, it will be misunderstood and neglected by .
followed by a IO-day cooli@ off MnSCU," Langen said.
Recently, MnSCU reached a
period. After that period, a strike
must be declared within 30 days or tentative agreement with the union
the strike authorization must be representing faculty at state
technical colleges for their 1997-98
renewed for another 30 days.
If there is a "yes" vote, Langen's and 1998-99 contract. The IFO
contract
negotiations are the only
comntittee would change from a
faculty action committee to a strike negotiations left for MnSCU.
Kohl said MnSCU remains
committee and would begin
optimistic about coming to a
preparing for a strike.
Linda Kohl, associate vice settlement through negotiations if
chancellor of public affairs for the IFO will come back to the
MnSCU, said a strike authorization bargaining table.

SCSU faculty to
vote April 27 on
strike possibility

Erik PetersenlON-llNE F.DTTOR

Fernanda, a performer wtth the Jose Cole circus, shows her skills on the swing Sunday at
Halenbeck Hall. It was the 12th annual show, and tt was put on by the Sartell Jaycees.

Co~ion heightens faculty concern
, by Shawn Neudauer
MANAGING EDITOR

Like a prize fighter sitting in front of the
microphones the day before a championship bout,
Student Government members listened to opponents
and supporters of the Senate Commission on Racism
at its Thursday night meeting.
I think there's a problem with the terminology,"
said James Pehler, president of the Faculty
Association. "If they talk about an individual, that's a
violation of due process. H they talk about a process

without names, that's a hearing."
Student Government members recently voted to
create a commission to deal with student complaints
of ratism on campus.
In a press release from the student body, "Student
Government is embarking on a fact-finding mission
that will hopefully result in bringing to light and
acknowledging institutionaJ racism on the SCSU
campus.

Go TO COMMISSION, PAGE 7 •

Spring severe weather causefor concern
.

by Kristin Albrecht

and flash floods. Most Minnesotans can
relate to these topics ~ause they or people
qo-NEWS EDITOR
they know have had 1a·deal'with them first.
As ihe dark skies crash with thunder and hand.
spectators are treated to the zigzagged
Today's topic is the new Emergency Alert
wonder of lightning, safety isn't always System. According to the Minnesota
people's first concern.
Department of Public Safety's website, the
B'ecause of this, the Minnesota Emergency Br6adcast System was replaced
Department of Public Safety in partnership by EAS, Jan. 1. It was created by the federal
with · the Natiorial Weather Service in . government as a more effective method for
Chanhassen, Minn., have named April 20 to alerting the public of an emergency.
24 Severe Stonns Awareness Week.
Like EBS, the new EAS allows officiaJs to
Each day this week has a different focus. send emergency informatio~ to radio and TV
' 1be topics include thunderstorms, tornadoes

.

stations who relay information to the public.
With EAS all messages are sent through
automated digital equipment, which means
the time needed to notify the public isshortened and information is more accurate.
The new system also requires cable television
operators to participate. In the future, pagers,
computers and CD players will be
manufactured to receive this signal.
"Despite what people think, tornadoes
don't kill nearly as many people as flash
floods , lightning and heat," said Rob;ert
Weisman, professor of meteorology.

Weisman said tornadoes kill about 100
people yearly, compared to thousands dying
of heat exhaustion.
Thursday is statewide T6mado Drill Day.
Sirens in St. Cloud will go off at I :45 p.m.
and 6:55 p.m.
According to Marvin Klug, director of
Stearns County Emergency Management,
most schools, hospitals and other
businesses in the area will take part in the
drills.

Go TO STORMS, PAGE 6 •
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University's attempt to
accommodate crowd
means tickets, liniits
The number' of people who will.be able to
attend the spring commencement ceremony
has been a controversial topic on the SCSU
,:, campus.
The reason for this controversy is that
there are a l:uge flun:i,ber of graduates this

quarter. The university could be breaking fire
codes if it does not set a limit on who can
attend the ceremony.
One of SCSU's solutions to this problem
is to start issuing four tickets to each graduate.
Another solution is one that has been kept
under wraps . until closer to the date of
graduation. This solution is to aJlow any other
friend, family meniber or other loved one _to
view the ceremony from Halenbeck gym.

HAPPENING
TODAY
Juried Art Show .
Dialogue, a juried student
showing of art, is showing
until April 27 in room G· 1o of
Kiehle Visual Arts Center.
The works of art are by
students frc;,m Bemidji State
University.

TUESDAY
Workshop
The Net Consultant's Club
is hosting a workshop from
11 a.m. until noon in
Centennial Hall, room 134.
SCSU Webmaster Sara
, Grachek will speak on web
page design and layout, and
Saiful Islam will discuss his
six•month internship working
with web development at the
M~yo Clinic.

WEDNESDAY
,Faculty Showcase
Several members of the
SCSU English Department
will read their creative works
at 4 p.m. in the Atwood Little
Theatre. Presenters include
·ceasarea Abartis, Steve
Crow, Ben Ament and
Richard Dillman. The event
is sponsored by University
Program Board's Literary
Arts Committee. For more
information, call 255·2205.

To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.

Index
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The ceremony will be · simulcast in
Halenbeck Hall. According to Jim Bertram,

who works for the I...eam.ing Resource Center
and is in charge Of the simulcast. there will be

four cameras and one person will be signing
for the hearing impaired.
"Watching the ceremony from Halenbeck
will be like watching the Super Bowl,"
Bertram said. ''You will get a better view,
front and center, instead of sitting in the
nosebleed seats." ·
• Bertram is designing a three-minute piece
for the oJ>eiting of the ceremonies to tie the
experience together. The piece will have
scenes from the past~ including recent
graduation ceremonies with SCSU President
Bruce Grube.
Bertram said he .has been working wilQ
Sue Prout, executive assistant to the
president, in order to accurately time the
march and make sure there will be a close=-up
of every graduate.

WHAT'S

In addition to the simulcast, there will be a after the ceremony you can shake hands and
video of the ceremon/ on salC the day of exchangt: si;niles with loved ones."
commencement. Bertram said the video will :
seive as a record of the e.vent and will be
record~ using professional production Rocldn' Round
equipment. Students will help with the taping.
Bertram is aJso the producer and director of
the videotape.
·
Bobby Vee, Frankie Av~on and Johnny
The video will include the three•minute TIilotson played Saturday night at Halenbeck .
piece that will be broadcast in Halenbeck and Hall.
will be of only- the college the graduate
This is the fund.raising event's I7th year.
specifies. It is expected to be about two hours The proceeds. will go to Cathedral High
of tape.
· · School and John XXIII Middle School.
''The university is doing this more as a
Avalon was the headliner of the event. He
seivice to its students," Bertram said. "It is is remembered for his role opposite Annette
not to.capitalize on anything."
Funnicello in several beach movies in the
He said he has heard a number of positive !%Os.
comments about the idea of a video, and the
The audience was a mix of old and young
university is ~ g a lot of pride in what it is and the organizer was Bob Velline, also
doing.
known as Bobby Vee, who has several
"It will be hard on those who are contacts in the mUSic business. He has
graduating," Bertram said ''But, before and worked to make·the event a success.

STATE, NATION

Citizens fear,
expect future
nuclear ass~ult
Results from a September poll
revealed Americans expect a
terrorist nuclear attack.
Three out of four Americans
believe such an attack is "likely"
and 60 percent believe this will
occur in the next 10 years. _
This poll was done at the Henry
L. Stimson Center. Researchers
found these results to be startling.
Public perceptions of nuclear
weapons were mixed. Soµ1e saw
them as a positive element in
national security, while others
believe they need to be reduced or
· eliminated.
Terrorist groups and China were

INIIIsTORY...
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The Charlie Daniels Band concert
sponsored by the ~ajor Events
Committee on April 13, I976, in
Halenbeck Hall was a disaster:
Students and officials at the event
described it as the rowdiest SCSU had
seen. A week before the concert,
several hundred tickets were stolen
from the Atwood ticket booth and
resold to students.
At the concert, those students were
forced to buy other.tickets at the door.
Some did get in, but all the stolen
tickets were from the same
section and those students were
escorted out of the concert.
During the concert, the crowd
went wild - the ban4 and several
.members of the audience were
drinking alcohol, although it was
prohibited on campus.
Those worried about tickets began
to rush the gates. There were.injuries
and also costly bums to the wooden
basketball cowtBrenton Steele, director of student
activities, attributed the rowdy activity
to the wild, southern sty le of the
music.
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perceived as the biggest nuclear zone, • British Columbia and
· threats, while Russia had dropped . Vancouver's
smuggling has
down toward the,bottoll!:'?[ the list caused the Customs Setvice to
ir\.crease their 'efforts to catch
smugglers. This has created border
China has a problem with
back-ups.
·
kidnappers. Children are beirig
.
Canadian pot is being grown snatched from their families and
indoors with a hydroponic method. sold in far away villages as
The hydroponic method utilizes purchased sons, wives or laborers.
artificial light, nutrient-enhanced. ·
Police . say these children and
~ Canadian pot is in demand on
water. However, there is no soil.
_ women usually . are taken to the
the West Coast - it is homegrown
In eastern Canada, Ontario is , poor, remote areas,;0f the-country, T'
and·ranked among the priciest and also catching on to the hydroponic where' tradition demands sons and
most potent in the world.
growing method for marijuana education levels are low.
Officials say it is sometimes production. Some of their product ·
Cao Ziuying, whose son was
offered as an equal trade for is said to be destined for New kidnapped on July 18, 1984, has
cocaine. It can sell for $6,000 per York.
started a national hotline for
pound..This is 10 times more than
Marijuana is reportedly 'bringing kidnapped children. ·
.
the typical cost of marijuana from in between $400 million to
- During her search for her son,
Mexico.
$3 billion. This illegal revenue she helped find 12 stolen children.
Border security has doubled in ranks marijuana among British Also, through her work, legislation
the northern regions - although Columbia's
most
lucrative has become more strict regarding
Mexico is still the No. 1 smuggling agricultural products.
the sale and kidnapping of children.

Kidnapped kids
lost for good?

Canadian drug
·prove costly in
United States
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Forum

explores--Sex,
gender in
advertising
by t;athy Houdek
and
Karlee Morgan
STAFF WRITERS

"Can It Sell Without Sex," was 'the topic for the
First Amendment Forum sponsored by the
Department of Mass Communications on April 17 in
Atwood Theatre.
.
Keynote speaker Vickie Rutledge Shields,

assistant professor of women's studies and
telecommunications at Bowling Green State
University, kicked off Friday's event at 9: 15 a.m. with
her topic, "Do You Need Sex to Sell? Understanding
Gender and Advertising As We Race Toward the
Millennium."
"Advertising images pervade our everyday lives,
bombarding us with snapshots of what we supposedly
lack and what we need to fill the void," Rutledge
Shields said. ''Images of idealized bodies, particularly
fema1e bodies, are some of the most dominant and
pervasive messages produced by advertisers."
Rutledge Shields is under contract to write a book
for the University of Pennsylvania Press called
How Media hmrges of Perfect
Bodies Impact Upon Gender Identities," expected
thisfall.
Dan Haag, a freelance creative writer from St.
Paul, and Carol Henderson, a freelance art director
from Minneapolis. opened the second half of the
forum with an expert workshop, _"Effective Ad
Messages from Concept to Campaign."
"If you look for bia:;, you'll find bias," Haag said.
Haag•and·Henderson-described.how-to create ads; the
power behind ihem and hoW to illustrate tfiertl. Haag
opened the presentation by asking the audience what
kind of ads caught their attention. Audience members
said they liked humorous and dramatic commercials
for Taco Bell, Subaru and Mastercard.
'There's a responsibility that goes with creating an
ad," Henderson said. ''It's so easy to take a girl in a
swimsuit and put anything in it."
Henderson said it takes a lot more creativity to
make an ad without sexual images. She said an
aJtemative way for advertisers to do this is to research
their products.
Haag and Henderson discussed the differences
· between cbntroversial advertisers (like Calvin Klein
and Benenon) and traditional advertisers' morals.
"Calvin IQein and Benetton's whole intent is to
get as outrageous and edgy as possible in hopes
Calvin Klein and Benetton get the P.R.," Haag said.
'They can generate a billion dollars worth of
advertising if the P.R. space they gel in editorial
coverage in magazines is read by consumers."
,
Henderson said when advertisers are creative, they
still get criticized for their ads.
She said advertisers don't intentionally think of
ads to offend people. "Budweiser frogs sell beer. Kids
like them, advertisers can't win," Henderson said.
Advertisers may be criticized for their products no
matter what they are, but according to Laura Kuhn,
director of public relations and outreach for Media
Action Alliance, they have a responsibility to show
women as thinking individuals, not objects.
Kuhn presented a critical view of gender
exploi~on in advertising in the town meeting,
"Ethical Suggestions to ~void Sexism In
Advertising." MAA exists to address how women are
depicted in the media.
·
"Women's bodies are used to sell lighters,
kerosene, cars, Altoid mints, boat protectors and
jeans." Kuhn said.
Her presentation included a slide show of
· masculine and feminine stereotypes. Kuhn said there
are three characteristics of gender bias in advertising:
sex role stereotyping, dominance and subordination,
and glamorizing violence.
The slides showed ads of men being the
aggressors, intellectual and active, while women were
shown as victims, naked and passive.

"Measuring Up:

Go TO FORUM, PAGE 6 •

Photos by Shane Opatz/PHOTO EDrTOR

Above, Tracy Tschida, freshman, takes her bowling gl!me to the Association of College Unions International
Tournament from May 7 to May 1O in Reno. Tschida has won at a couple of regional events in order to be a
participant in the Finals tourney. Below, Syed lmram Ali, sophomore, placed 18th in the ACUI Tournament on April
10 and 1-1 in Houston, Texas. He has been a table tennis player for only three years.

Hobbies lead to honors
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they won first place in their group, 18th
''They sponsored everything - airfare,
overall.
food, hotel accommodations. .It WjlS very
The"re were 60 players total who were nice,'' Ali said.
split up into 15 different regions. Next they
In the future Ali hopes to have
were placed in sets of partners with four Butterfly, a table tennis paddle company,
• sponsor him.
players competing from each region.
They are separated by ability. The top
He had a problem with inadequate
two players in each region are paired paddles at the tournament this month and
and the lower two players are also placed hopes next time to not have the same thing
together.
happen.
This was Ali's
This is the
by Erin Ghere
first
trip
to
first time any
STAFF WRITER
another state in
member
of
Most people's hobbies don't amount to the United States,
SCSU has gone
much more than a box of unique and he said he
to the ACUI
the
collectibles and some fun-filled hours for enjoyed
Tournament.
the collector.
opportunity to see
The ACUI is
of the
Other people's hobbies allow them to more
designed to help
achieve high acclaim in the world of country.
college unions
hobbies.
.
The other two
provide
from
Three SCSU students have climbed to students
opportunities for
this level of recognition in the areas of SCSU who are
students, as well
table tennis and bowling.
participating in
as
provide
One of those students, Syed Imran Ali, the competitions
conferences,
has been playing table tennis for only three are Tracy Tschida
seminars
and
Adam
years hl!t has risen to an international level and ·
corporate
of competition.
Larson,
both
connections for
Ali, a sophomore, "began playing table freshmen.
the· recreational
tennis during college in Pakistan, where he
Tschida
is
centers.
is · originally from. He won one competing in the
.ACUI holds
championship there before coming to female bowling
recreational
scsu.
tournament on
tournaments
He won the SCSU league matches for May 7 and 8 in
each year in
the Atwood Recreational Center this fall Reno. She also
which
about
and from there went on to regional won
at
the
25,000 students
competition. _,
regional
participate each
These were held in North Dakota competition prior
year.
. The
to entering the
earlier this year.
This regional tournament included ACUJ
tournaments are
for recreational
Association
of
College
Union . Tournament.
International members from North Dakota,
Larson, like
sports including
Minnesota, Iowa and South Dakota.
Ali, . competed in
bowling,
clay
"It has been a very fun experience," Ali the table tennis
targets, pocket
said of the various competitions.
·
competition in Houstol)., Texas, earlier in billiards, table tennis, air hockey and
Ali proceeded to the ACUI competition April.
spades.
The Atwood Memorial Center
at tlie University of Houston on April IO
and II.
Recreation Center sponsored these For further information on applying for
He was partnered with a student from students to attend the international an ACUI scholarship, contact Nabeem
Abbasi at 255-3956.
Mankato State University, and together competition.

three students go to
national, international
tournaments with
recreational hobby
interests
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Summer class teaches alt~rnative plant uses
Botany class focuses
on American Indian
uses of plants
by Julia Petersdn
ASSOCIA1E EDITOR

Students iooking for_an outdoor
classroom this summer may choose
Biology 490/590, a second-session
short course.
Wayland Ezell is a professor of
ootany and curator of the herbarium
in the Mathematics and Science,
),:enter. His class is titled Plants and
+American Indians, emphasizing the,;
uses of plants by the Ojibwe. and
Dakota cultures of the Upper
Midwest.
"We talk about what their food
uses, medicinal purposes, dyes and
fabrics are," Ezell said.
Ezell said the class will take
field trips to natural areas and
museums, and the students will

gJ>JJPtos:
10 for $15,
2"x 2"
Call Juli~ or Shane at

255-4086

llo .11111 ha 11• a
sIII r.1 id t'il ·!
Call the Tipline,

be ' collecting some plants for
studying.
Ezell said
many
plant

about botany through his love

of the outdoors.

Also, he has
a doctorate in
plant

uses originally
come
from
American
Indian
communities
that are now

commonly
used in western
medicine.
"A
good
example is the

·

It's exciting to.find
out .a bout other
cultures, helping
people become
tolerant through
learning.

taxonomy, the
classification
and

identifidtion
of plants.
'This is my
28th year at
SCSU, living
close to the
Ojibwe
and
Lakota
,eultures," Ezeil

purple
cone
flower. Its roots
have medicinal
said. He added
Wayland Ezell
things
like
properties. it
birch bark used
helps
the
BOTANY PROFESSOR
immune
for baskets or
system. It is
canoes, blood
now very common in herbal root being used for dye, and
medicine and caJled F.chinacea," he curiosity for other uses are some
reasons he loves the subject.
said.
· ''It's exciting to find out about
Ezell
said
he
learned

other cultures, helping people
become tolerant through learning,"

Ezell said.
"If we
understood our
similarities and differences, this
.would be a better world," Ezell
said.
Ezell said he does not attempt to
teach American Indian spirituality
because it is not his culture.
'"The specific ways are for the
elders of the .American Indian
community to teach," Ezell said.
Ezell said he has money in the
budget for an American Indian
guest speaker to teach the class
from his or tier perspective.
"I talk about the spiritual aspects
of plants, noting in mosJ traditions
there is a tobacco offering and
prayer," Ezell said.
"I love the subject (of
ethnobotany, study of plants used
by other cultures.) In my hopeful
way, when people start thinking in
those te1TI1s, we open up ou~ way of

thinking,"
Ezell said.
Tom
Andrus,

scsu

American
Indian Center
gqtdµate
assistant.said
He
took

:;:~:y

IOS

WAYLAND

class.
EZELL
"Wayland
has an extraordinary knowledge of
American Indian issues, especially
plants and their uses, both edible
and medicinal," Andrus said.
"If my students become half as
enthusiastic as I am, I've
accomplished something," Ezell
said.
Biology 490/590 will meet from
noon to 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday the first two weeks of
second summer session.

aud {

TOM KlEIN, S•ftw•" P,odoa

c••,,i;_,., )

B
YEARS WITH WEST GR.OUP: 4.5
R.AN DOM ACC ESS MEMOR.Y: Sailing every day, during the

255-4086

Jummer, in a two-person mark on Lake Bellantaine

FIRST ENCOUNTER. WITH TECHNOLOGY:
As a child, writing BASIC code with hiJ father

FAVO R.ITE BEVER.AGE: A wide-mouth Mountain Dew
.MOST INVENTIVE SPOR.'fING ACT IVITY:
MOST ESSENTIAL CHAR.ACTER.-BUILDER.
HiJ pa~ntJ' 1!"ork ethic

Q!}OTE:"Thi, i, an undiJcoveredplace. \r;have
a great computer department. In three yean, I waJ put in
charge of the rollout of a new software produa, with a
Jta/f offive developers. Our future products are going to
be technology leaders. There's a lot of neu; technology
here that'J fun to explore."

JEFF's

TOTAL BODY
PIERCING

¢,~

.SJ-~-

'<~~~"~,(.!?'

'b dJ

.....

PROFESSIONAL
Master Piercer- Jeff

RISING PHOENIX
TATTOO STUDIO
16· 21st Avenue South
St. Cloud, Minn. 56301
For appointment or consultation
Call 320-255-7305 Of 320-393-2654

MAKE YOUR MARK
West Group - the wo~ld's largest provider of information to the legal marketplace - is looking for
talented people now. So whether you're into silicon ·or sales, there's a challenge heie for you . For more
information on career opportunities, call 1-612-6~7-8980. Or visit our Web site at www.jobs.westgroup.com.

•

WEST
GROUP
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Rental issues addressed Eco educates,
Booth will be in Atwood Memorial Center with
advocates .to
representatives to answer landlord and ter.iant questions
save the Earth
by Mandy Jackson

not get them back in ' a timely

manner. Former tenants should

Co-NEWS"EDfTOR

receivetheirdepositsornotification

A representative from the · about when to
Minnesota Attorney General's expect
their
deposit withiii

office will answer landlord and
tenant questions Wednesday in
Atwood Memorial Center.
John Skoog, Consumer Services

phone analyst, will be at a booth in

an8:~:~,~;~o=w~~!

0
, t ~~~

otAer consumer questions. Skoog

2 t days
moving..

~~~~~~g · to

There are higher
incidences of

Skoog are the

1:'.~ ~;f~~;

and

S

peri~c:: : ~

of,'~~k~S:~~ from SCSU in

~wers

1996 and said as an alumnus he

questions

~v:a:::.

students beffig taken
Now is a good time for students
to understand their rights. Skoog
said, because many are ending
leases and signing new ones.
He said one or the most
common concerns are damage
deposits because many peoI)le do

often

Services
Division of the

~~~~s
Office Skoog
said But if tJie.

S

John·Skoog

for

~%~et~~~

tudent

being taken
advantage of in
college areas.

grace

rights tend to get taken advantage

a
college
campus by the
Consumer

..

said the booth is basically for · evictidn process

~:~~!~~

been set up on

· ►►

of

Other
common

can get hooked up with the
good landlords." Skoog said
This is the first time a booth
'!ik'e this has

booth at

~

:t ;h~~~

=~·
SCSU

CoNslJMER SERVICliS PHONE

scsu

!~er:u:~,f

and

bad
tenants,
ANALYST
• "Thel'e are
how to evict and
higher
what to do
incidences of
about tenants who don't pay their students being taken advantage
rent on time.
of in college areas," Skoog said.
Hopefully at the booth on
Though this booth at SCSU
Wednesday, "the good tenants will focus on landlord and
tenant questions, Skoog said
he will be able to answer other
general consumer . questions, like
how to use Credit wisely
and how to buy a new or used
·vehicle.
He said this bpoth is a good way
for him to get to students
who have a few questions.
"Any time students have
questions they can give our
office a call," Skoog said.
He said reaching out to students
Students Save 20 %
at SCSU is importanl to him as
Every Wednesday On All Services.
an
aJumnus
and
former
Student 1.b. reqwn:d
Student Government presidenL
(All services perfonned by supervised students) . .
. "H's an opportunity to , do
my job and give back - to the
community that gave me so much."
With Student 10. No Double Discounts.
The
Consumer
Services
Division is concerned with
912 W. St. Germain• owntown St:Cloud
consumer enforcement on a
251-0500 • Open Mo1:1.-Thur~.8";9:
daily basis through mediation
" " iiit
fri. & Sot. 8-';¾:30
between consumers and businesses,
legal action and : consumer
education.

Hair Cut $2.50 Everyday

,i'i:l1!+ .

by Erin Ghere

Small businesses in the St.
CJ~
as w.ell as other_ SC~U
orgaruzatJons, will be contnbutJng
It is Earth Week. This annual to the displays.
event celebrates thC Earth and
"Large corporations are known
makes people aware · of its to not be as environ"mentally
problems.
'
friendly as · smaller businesses,''
F.co, an organization on campus Johnson said. "We are trying to
which deals with such issues., is promote_ the mom and pop kind or
organizing events to celebrate places."
F.arth Week on campus.
In it'S fourth year at SCSU, Eco
Amy Johnson. president or F.co, has taken action on many issues
said the group is dedicated to which they find important to the
educate
people
about · the environmenL
environment a n d , - - - = - - - - - - ,
"Wedon'tjustsit
environmental
around and talk
problems.
about the problems
"If people don't
with
the
know there is a
environment, we try
problem, they can't
to do whatever we
do anything about .
can about them and

a«:a.

STAFF WRITER

~--~try to infonn people

what the problems
and
what
they can do about
them."
Earth Day is ,
Wednesday.
In celebration or the day, F.co
has organized a week of activities·
educating people about the issues.
"Each year about this time we
start doing activities that promote
F.arth Day,'' Johnson explained
Eco is sponsoring a campus
clean-up and a river clean-up
during this ·we.ck.
The organiz.ation is aJso setting
up a display or booths with
infonnation on a variety or different
environmental hazards and issues,
Wednesday on the sidewalk
between Atwood Memorial Center
and the Perfonning Arts Center.
"We are educating people about
the environment and its problems
as well as-promoting fun,'' Johnson
said
The display will also include
free drinks and popl:orn. Spectators
will be able to play games.

are

-~---

people know what
they can do about
them
as
well,''
Johnson said.
Among
other
things, the group
transcribes letters to
lawmakers
,and
companies
promoting environmental issues or
advocating legislation.
Eco also acts as an advocate,
going to companies which are not
environmentally friendly, according
to Johnson. Mitsubishi is the latest
company to receive a letter of this
nature.
Meetings
are
held
on
Wednesday afternoons in the
Atwood Memorial Center, Watab
Room.
"Our purpose is to find solutioru;
to these problems and take action
to accomplish things,'' Johnson
said.
Johnson said the best way to get
involved in solving environmental
issues
is
to
join
an
environmental organization - on
campus or in surrounding
communities.

tart Your Career at ACR
A{..'jl.. has c.arur opportunitie~ in
the T111in C.ities '5uburban area.
Wor~ in the c.ommunit1 111ith
individua\s 111ho have disabi\itits.

2018

STILL LOOKING
FOR THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE
RIGHT PRICE??

•FT and Yr po&ition&
•benefit&
•intern&hip& available
•rapid advanc.ement potential
f.i<allent e-..~rienu for &tudent& in the field& of
1'&1oh .. f.dutation, '5ooia\ Worl:. '5ooiolo91. Nu~n9
and man1 more!
N:.~ :J'ol>\ine (l,12.) 4&&-1111
NtUO/M~

■th ■ t. N. ■ t. Cloud
(HOJ2H•HOO

We have 2 and 4 br. apartments available from '
to
Bridgeview South. Bridgeview West. Park South.
Classic 500 and River Ridge.

$175

$225

v'Bldgs. with FREE co'.mputers for student use .

.

ti'

Walking distance co campus ll'lntercom entry buildings tl'Prtvate

bedrooms wit h locks

v'Telephone and cable outlets 1n each bedroom

ll'M1<:rowaves tl'Off-meec parking v'Dishwashers v'Mirubhnds on
v' Aii: coodit1ooing .,Interior and exceno- areas well·
lighted tl'Well-ma1nta1ned bwkhng and grounds

all wind~

Necessary Skills:
•Knowledge of AP
( Chronicle style)
-Good English
arid grammatical
·skills
•Dedicated and
punctual
If you fit this description, call Ryan Voz at

255-2449
or stop by
Stewart Haf/ 13

to apply.
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In St. Cloud there are 19 sirens, each covering
,,, a one-mile radius.
Klug said these sirens COver most of the
populated areas in to'?'n, and the SCSU area is
saturated.
He said the sirens are automatically sounded
when t6e NWS ·sees a tornado within 15 miles
either north, south or west of St Cloud.
The last tornado to go through St Cloud was in
1980, Klug said. In this tornado one child was
killed and a llumber of roofs were damaged.
If a severe weather watch is announced, people
need to pay attention to the weather situation,
Klug said. If the sirens do go off, people.need to
take shelter and listen to the radio.

•

~
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If a tornado warning is anno~nced, students

diould move from higher floors to interior
hallways. He said it is very important for people to
stay away from glass, and t9 take a batteryoperated radiO"and a flashlight with them.

Klug said one confusion he has heard is people
don't know when it is okay to come out of

shelters. He said there is never an a11-clear siren.
Instead, people need to pay 'attention to the radio
and find out when the storm has left their area.
This week also is Skywam spotter trafoing in
Steams County. Seven counties are taking part in
the training. and Klug said 103 people have signed
up. Each year there is a three-hour course for
beginners and advanced members on how to track
storms. These individuals are dispatched when
severe weather hits. -

For more detailed infonnation on Severe
Weather Awareness Week and advice on
what someone should to do in threcltening
weather situations, check out the Minnesota
Department of Public Safety's website at
www.dps,state.rnn.us/emenngt/summer/
torinfo.html.

NOW HIRING

EXCEL Property
Mgmt. Inc.

Immediate summer positions:
•Sales positions in retail sporting
goods

Fall positions:
•Ski clothing people
•Ski equipment salespeople
•Ski mechanics
.
.
. desired but not required
•Sales expenen,cell-fme positions .available
•Part-time and u '
•Flexible hours and schedules

Call Now
for more inrormation or to
set up an interview...
251-2844

''We learn from the media our
appearance is everything," Kuhn

FINEST IN
AFFORDABLE
STUDENT
HOUSING

said
In a Calvin Klein Obsession ad.

Now leasing
4 bedroom and
studio apartments
for June and August.

r---------- .------------,
Club Germain Fitness
Spring Training 2 Month Special

·only $39.95 • plus

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Downtown 7th Ave. • St. Cloud • 320-251-2844
Weekdays 9-8 PM • Saturdays 9-5 • Sundays 12-4

5 free tans

Racquetball
Nautilus
Aerobics
Treadmills
Spa
Lifecylces
StairclimheFs
Plus More

This space could
be yours,

I New Members Only • Coupon Expi~es April 30, 1998

1

:

919 St. Germain Street
St. Cloud • 255-1171

model Kate Moss is shown lying
on a couch naked. Kuhn saicl her
body ~mbled an adolescent boy.
Kuhn discussed the stringent
beauty standards advertising
creates.
Examples
included
depicting young girls as the
"Lolita"
stereotypes
or
characterizing African-American
women as "hot salsa." Kuhn said
violence against · women is
glamorized in ads and showed
slides of women "enjoying" sexual
harassment, themes of bondage,
images _o f women bruis¢, d@d or
unconscious.
"Real violence against women
is not sexy or glamorous," Kuhn
said.
Audience-generat_ed solutions
for responsible advertising include
capturing women in multidimensional roles, instead of one
dimensional; showing men in
nontraditional roles; women's
bodies shouldn't be · used to sell
unrelated
products;
stop
sexualizing children and teenagers.

ChroniclB Advel'tising
1

255-8943

L-----------------------J

:4;.b~~room apartments
available with:

0

APARTMENT
FINDERS

259-4040

• 1uc.k,Jmder.P~tfsing
• Heat Paid
'tiJl
•Water Paid
• Tanning Bed
,,,:· • 2 FtJIFBaths
.• Dishwasher r•.

t
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Save a free,

---------Read the E.

Newman Center

396 First Avenue South

I

CATI-IOUCCAA!PUSMINISmY

MASS: SATUROAY: 5:30 P.M.
SUNDAY: 9 A.M., 11:15 A.M . & 8 P.M.

MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION: 251 - )261
OFFICE: 251-3260

Four bedroom townhomes far individuals
or groups up to four.
Campus Clipper and Metro Bus Service
. with three trips per hour to SCSU

Offerinci thv bv,t in ./tuclvnt HowillCJ
. •DishWashers
•Microwaves •Laundry Facilities
•Air Conditioners· •Security
•Reserved Parking
•Utilities Paid
•Close to Campus

Time i, runninq-out, Call Toda11!

1.0S-7789 or 41.0-11.90

■CIERS
NEW SUNDAY NIGHT BAR SPECIAL

LEINENKUGEL'S
AND.A SLICE
ENJOY A 16 OZ LEINE
AND A HOUSE SUCE OF
AWARD WINNING GREEN MILL PIZZA

$2.99
8PMTOCLOSE
BAR AREA ONLY
WATCH FOR THE RETURN OF THE $1.99
MARGS IN MAY!

Features Include: • Heaied·Swimming Poo1
• Sand Volleyball Court • Free Parking/Outlets
• Phone/Cable In Bedrooms· • Ceiling Fans in
Bedrooms • Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Microwave/Dishwasher • Air Conditioning
• Large Storage Room • Frost Free Refrigerator
• Laurldry Facilities • Vending Machines
• Individual Leases • Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

Senate
PAGE
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•The first hiarings of the
commission are set to begin at 4:30
p.m. today in the Atwood Brickyard.
At this week's hearings, members
will fisten to student complaints of
racism. Next week, faculty and
administration officia1s will ~ asked
to -present their statements. The
release states the use of names in
connection with alleged racist acts
will not be allowed during the
hearing; and people accused will be
addressed only by genera] position.
How~ver, names of the accused will
be recorded for further investigation.
The first advice, at the IJ)eeting,
came from Pehler. He told Student
Government the Faculty Association
had a number of concerns with the
commission. He said he was very
concerned about faculty being
accused and then having to appear at
a later date without knowing the
extent of the accusations. He •
·. compared the proposed commission
'f to McCarthyism during the 1950s.
Pehler also noted the University
has a system to deal with accusations
of discrimination in the form of the
Affirmative Action Office, .ind
students and their representatives
should use this system.
In a show of unity, Eugene
Gilchrist,
vice
president of
Administrative Affairs, and Suzanne
Williams, vice president of Academic
Affairs, took a stand.with Pehler and
expressed their concerns about the
commission.
'There is no question that
dialogue between students, faculty
and the administration has fallen
apart," Gilchrist said. "I'm not here to
make accusations or assign blame.
I'll fake any credit or blame. Our only
request is that we work with Student
Government and the students."
Williams then added her support.
"We're committed to the same thing,
. I believe, you're committed to," she
said.
Heidi Hagel, Student Government
Urban Affairs chairwoman addressed
all three and said the body had he~
statements of commitment from
university officials before and
nothing had resulted.
Gilchrist disagreed. "We have
made a commitment," he said. '1 do
not believe we have failed to make
the attempt. It's clear the diaJogue is
broken - let's get started. I'm
available morning, noon and night."
Another conc~med voice in the
crowd was that of Robert Johnson,
professor of minority -studies.
Johnson noted the controversy
surrounding the commission was
likely to be seen as an attack on civil
liberties and the focus of the
commission would shift away from
racism. "People Will say, 'look and
see - all they (Student Government)
want to do is go to the extreme,'' h_e
said.
Finally, Pehler, in a letter to
Student Government said he was
advising all faculty members not to
accept invitations to speak at the
hearings. He said his reasons · were
the concerns he had stated during the
rneeting. In this letter, Pehler offered
alternatives to the ·commission.
"I want to emphasize the
alternatives, not the fact I .was
advising ihe faculty not to Support
this." Pehler said.
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.EDITORIAL

'Peaceful' Nazi rally
results in violence,
•· hate not wanted
A Neo-Nazi rally took place last weekend in St. Paul. The
organizers of the event were attacked by angry protesters, and

their hopes for a "peaceful rally" were destroyed.
A "peaceful rally," huh? Looking back at the history of the
tenn Nazi and all that it has been associated with, ·it's easy to

· see that the word Nazi and the word peaceful definitely do not
go hand-in-hand. In fact, they are at complete ends of the
vernacular spectrum.
Fortunately, in this country, the right to be proud of one's
heritage is protected. To be proud of your race, heritage, or
simply where you come from is as American as apple pie.
The right to free Speech is also protected in ptis country - as
long as it does not infringe on the rights of others.

Unfortunately, these hate mongers have every right to speak
their mind and discuss their views. However, the rest of society
also has the right not tq listen, not tO"approve and also not to
participate. That is what makes this country great.
Here's a hint for these people. First of all, don't use the name

Neo-Nazi to describe yourself. That should be self explanatory.
Second, don't use the fascist salute or "Seig Heil" when
assem_bling with all of your comrades. Both of these actions
strike deep in the hearts of countless Americans and regardless
of your intentions, you will have an extremely difficult time
achieving any of your goals, despite your level of eloquence or
neurosis.
Neo-Nazi ideas such as hate, fascism and white supremacy
are built on fear and ignorance. If you were to talk to any of

these people you probably wouldn't be able to hold an in-depth
conversation with them, maybe something about their favorite
scare tactic or choice of Nazi clothing.
Here at SCSU, we strive as students to become educated,
well-rounded, productive citizens. An education is a very
powerful weapon and every single student who walks out the

doors of this university has the tools, the knowledge and the
power to combat people such as the "peaceful Nazis" who
invaded St. Paul.
.
The students, faculty and administration of SCSU have
endured some pretty ugly events this past year. Use these
events, learn from them and make it known that you will not
listen, you do not approve, you will not participate and you
certainly do not want this fonn of hate in your community.
Everyone has a voice in this country, but if no one listens
does anyone hear yo~?

lll?J'I '"""" i Chronicle
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Student Government forum
may lead to new injustices
1n its efforts to assist in
eliminating racism and

racist acts on campus, the
Student Government
announced a plan
to publicly hear
allegations of
racism and to
investigate them
through its newly
formed
Commission on
Racism. ·
The president of
the Faculty Association has
recommended that the
faculty not participate in
this effort for a number of
good reasons, including
concerns about protecting
everyone's civil rights and
the possibility of generating
defamation suits.
I agree with all the points
the faculty leadership has
made in this regard.
Following last
Thursday's Student
Government meeting (April
16), r now have a firm
understanding of the
direction that commission
will take.
. I urge Student
Government to examine its
approach and find a way to
accomplish the objective
without committing new
injustices.
What we don't want to
happen is for people to be
tarred and feathered without

due process.
We all take the
,
allegations of racist acts
extremely seriously.
Any such
activity should be
reported through
the established
channels either on
campus - through
the Affirmative
Action Office,
University Public
Safety, Student
Judicial Affairs or any of
the rights advocate
organization
on campus
such as the
Women's
Center,

proposed process is it could
be counterproductive to the
efforts taking place across
campus to diminish racism.
There are niany positive
efforts happening on many
fronts at SCSU. The
proposed process can give
ammunition to those who
would undennine these
efforts.
This campus has
undertaken the broadest
effort to combat racism in
the history of the institution.
Students have been
invitedespecially
students of
color - to join
the
What we don't
administration,
want to happen faculty and
staff
in the
is for people to

Minority
Student
Programs,
the
discussion 'On
be tarred and
American
ways to
Indian
eliminate
feathered
Center,
racism.
without due
Center for
That longInternational
process.
standing
Studies, or
invitation is
Student Disability Services still open. Our ultimate
- or off campus - through
objective is to make this a
the EEOC in Minneapolis,
better place for all.
the Minnesota Department
I encourage all to
of Civil Rights in St. Paul
continue their efforts to
or other such agencies.
combat racism and enhance
cultural diversity, bµt let's
Along with the Faculty
Association, we will
not create new injustices in
support students in pursuing an attempt to correct old
these reporting lines.
ones.
The downside of the

• •
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Homecoming name
change achieves little

The opinions expressed on lhis page
do not necessarily represent the views
of UNJVERS«Y Chronicle.
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All this fuss over Homecoming started about
10 years ago after that overgrown party in 1988.
The local and Twin Cities media called it ''The
Homecoming Riot,'.' and that stigma has been
attached since. Every s0 often the TV stations
dred~e lip the old footage of that burning sofa
and riot-gear-equipped law enforcement and
somehow there is a story here.
And since 1988, whether by design or by
accident (mostly by design), Homecoming has
been whittled away. The parade was cancelled,
the date moved back into the

tundra of early November,
then moved into September,
new strategies fonned and
dashed and formed again, Tshirts proclaiII!ing A New
Tradition.:the list goes on.
All this in an effort to
squash the Homecoming
plague, which somehow
MARTY
smacks the school every
SUNDVAll
year like a fat june bug on a
bicyclist's forehead.
And now there is a plan being ·devised through
the SCSU alumni office that would eradicate the
evil word Homecoming from SCSU once and for
all.
It'll work something like this: a new name is
applied to the festivities. Homecoming would be
called Homecoming Harvest. -This naine will
stick for'three years and then "Homecoming" will
be dropped - phased out, the term is called leaving SCSU with an annual Harvest
Celebration."
SCSU Harvest 2001. Ooof.
I can picture the scene: every year alumni will
gather again at St. Cloud State, poised with
wicker baskets and bonnets and oom-pah-p;m
bands. Smiles abound as a grand football victory
Over Augustana is staged. Cookies and milk.
Thanks to this new name of Harvest.
In realiry, you can put a silk hat on a pig and
it's still going to be a pig. Changing the name
from Homecqming to Harvest, or any other
name, will do nothing. And this plan seems
doomed to failure, even before implementation.
On the"other side of the coin, I can't figure
what the fuss is all. about. If the university is
hungry to get its name out, Homecoming 1988
did that. And does that every year. Granted, it
might not be the most favorable publicity, but
th.ere are some who think any kind·of publicity is
good publicity.
Right now there is far too much brainwork
being spent trying to fix the Homecoming
problem. Um, perhaps it's time to re-read that old
fable about mountains and molehills.
Homecoming isn't a problem now. Hasn't been
for 10 years. And it isn't like the university has
ever sponsored or condoned an off-campus party
anyway.
·
And who says nothing good came out of the
supposed "riot"? In I 988 SCSU was courting a
basketball recruit named Stuart Kramer, a stud
player from Osseo who decided to make his
campus visit during Homecoming weekend. In
the end he decided to come to SCSU and played
four years for the Huskies. All this despite offers
from several other schools.
His determining reason for attending SCSU?
He liked that party outside Hill-Case.

Faculty deserve more from MnSCU
Faculty do have students'
welfare in mind in planning a
strike.
At stake is the quality of
education at SCSU. Do students
want a large percentage of their
courses taught by adjuncts not
hired through national searches?
While adjuncts may be willing to
take unsalaried hours to write
recommendations, will they be on
campus from year to year to
support students' long tenn career
development?
University of Minnesota
President Yudof, calling for an 8
percent salary increase for his
faculty, testified that "Academic
Excellence is driven by top-notch
faculty working with highly trained
support personnel. RecruitmeQt and
retention of this faculty and staff is
dependent upon: I. Competitive
compensation; 2. Facilities and
equipment that meet their teaching
and research needs; and 3. A
university environment that
cultivates and values intellectual
vitality."
· MnSCU, whose new chancellor
never earned a Ph.D., plans for the

21st century with a corporate
strategy known as "dumbing
down," which replaces the
knowledgeable personnel who built
the company with cheaper, less
experienced workers denied job
security.
Not recognizing that state
universities do research, MnSCU
calls faculty "underworked and ·
overpaid," comparing us to private,
church-related colleges with
student/faculty ratios of 11: I (St.
Olaf College) or 13: I (College of
St. Benedict, St. John's University).
If SCSU's highest ranking
professors earn an average $54,700
by late-career, full professor
salaries at many University of
Wisconsin branches range from
$56,000 to $59,000; Duluth's get
$64,100, Morris' $62,500.
Faculty will strike if necessary
because MnSCU has not respected
the academic integrity of our
representatives,·who offer
reasonable solutions to resource
problems on our own campuses.
In the past two years, SCSU ·
professors teaching full-time have
done the follo"'.ing work:

0 Semester Conversion. We
have redesigned or adjusted every
program and every course,
requiring more adjustments for
years to come. Every student will
need individual advising in
converting their transcripts.
0 Merger. Teams of faculty
have worked to make the new
system (MnSCU) operational, by
coordination programs with the
community and technical colleges.
0 Teams of faculty and
administrators have carried out two
complete reviews of all university
operations: President Grube's
Strategic Planning and SCSU's 10year Accreditation review by
North-Central.
0 Teams of faculty have carried
out national searches to hire nearly
every dean or vice president in the
new Grube administration.
(Would adjuncts do this work in
the future?)
In return, MnSCU offered us a I
percent raise.
Judith Dom
Assistant Professor of English

Loollfor tlie upcmning 'l(gaaer's Surueg
aavice antfopinions on 'll11i11eTsif!J Clironick.

to offer gour

9vfeanwliife, senagour fetters
(no more tnan350 words) to :
13 Stewart !Jfa[[
St. Cfoua, 9JJ,{,56301
Or '£-mail us:
cfzronick@mlOl'UJstate.etfu
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1998 Jntetnatlonal fl"'t:tte.ness Week ~to1tam
flptll _20th - flptll 24th
April 20, 1998 (Monday)

Speaker:

*Cultural events:

Dr. Ken Yook on the "Asian Crisis" in the North Glacier Room of, Atwood Memorial Center
from noon to 1 p.m.
Japanese Tea Ceremony
Greek Name-Writing
' Taiko Drumming (noon)

-Movie:

"Raise the Red Lantern," (Chinese) 7 p.m. at Centennial Hall Room 100

April 21, 1998 (Tuesday)

Speaker:

Dr. Tamrat Tademe on "European Union and the Global Impact" in the Herbert/Itasca
Room of Atwood Me'rnorial Center from noon to 1 p .m.

*Cultural events:

Origami session
Chinese Name-Writing
.Chinese Dance (noon)

-Movie:

"II Postino," (Italian) 7 p .m. at Centennial Hall Room 100

April 22, 1998 (Wednesday)

Speaker:

Dr. Bassey Eyo on "Africa Rising" in ·1he Herbert/Itasca Room of Atwood Memorial Center
from noon to 1 o.m.
- .,.,,,,,. ~· .,,,.

*Cultural events:

Basket Weaving
Hindi Name-Writing
African Dance (noon)

-Movie:

"Yo!," (Turkish) 7 p.m. at Centennial Hall Room 100

April 23, 1998 (Thursday)

Speaker:

Sameer Abufardeh on "A Palestinian Voice" in the Atwood Little Theater from 1-2 p.m.

*Cultural events:

Basket Weaving
Russian Name-Writing
Hmong Performance (noon) _

-Movie:

"Ran," (Japanese) 7 p.m. at Centennial H;i.11 Room 100

p

April 24, 1998 (Friday)

Speakers:

Dr: Burmeister-May on "Latin America and Women" in North Glacier from 11 a.m. to
noon.
Stella Mytidou and Eve! .Neocleus on the "Cyprus-Turkey Conflict" in North Glacier from
noon to 1 p.m.

*Cultural events:

Origami session
Japanese N:ime-Writing
Renaissance Dance ·Group (noon)

-Movie:

"Strawberry and Chocolate," (Cuban) 3 p.m. at Centennial Hall Room 100

Batik-Making and a Country Naming Contest is scheduled every day throughout the week.
• All cultural events will be· held' from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m in the Main Lounge of Atwood Center.
- All movies are -with English subtitles

1,
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Inconsistency plagues baseb~ team
.

by Sean LaFavor
STAFFWfl/TER

You can't blame the SCSU
baseball team for being a little tired

Monday morning,

4

SCSU

playecJ

three

doubleheaders in as many days this
past weekend, splitting four games
with Mankato State University and
losing a pair Sunday afternoon to
Winona State University. The
Huskies will get little rest, however,
as they are scheduled to play

another doubleheader Monday at
Bemidji State University.
.

The Huskies battled MSU

Friday at Dick Putz Field and came
out on the losing end of both games,
with scores of 17-11, and l0-8,
respectively.
The Mavericks ripped into

.

us the game."
Saturday in Mankato, it was all
Huskies. In the first game of the
afternoon, SCSU starting pitcher
Josh Vorpahl threw seven solid
innings, scattering nine hits and
allowing 'three runs while striking
out nine to improve his ~rd to 41.

In the second -game, pitcher Jim
Crowley helped out his own cause
by smacking a three-run homer in
the first inning, then went out and
pitched 6 U3 innings allowing five
runs on nine hits with six strikeouts.
Crowley ended up 2-for-3 at the
plate with three runs batted in as
well.
In Sunday's game, WSU starter
Jarrod Brennan and Oelschlager,
who pitched two-thirds of an inning

:~s,t:k:~;ri~n!:itf;fuo~:
pitching duel.
Both pitchers tossed seventhe initial pounding. MSU center inning complete games, with
Brennan
shutting out the Huskies
fielder Mitch 'Banks went 3-for-5
for the game, with a double aii.d a and allowing them only two hits,
and
Oelschlager
holding the ·
home run, while driving in four
Waniors to oile run on four hits in
runs.
Juniors Mike McKinney, Mitch the 1-0 WSU win.
1be only run of the game was
Ries, Tim :Poland, Mike Flanigan,
and sophomore Lance Iverson all scored when WSU designated hitter
Chris Popp scored on a groundout
hit home runs for the Huskies.
In the · second game, the by second baseman Shannon
Mavericks jumped again on a Lester.
The Warriors completed the
Huskies' starter early and cruised to
victory, this time the starter being sweep in the second game with a 6senior Pete Brost. MSU scored six 2 victory. SCSU's downfall was
runs off Brost and senior reliever again a big inning for their
Brian Von Eschen in the top of the opponents early in the game.
Husky starter Nathan Winter
second, and held off a late Husky
gave up five rims on five hits in just
rally to claim the I0-8 win.
Ries a.rid Boland again had 1 1/3 innings of work to stake WSU
homers for SCSU, and Mike to a !,-0 lead after two innings.
"Most of the year it's bee_n our
Flanigan continued his recent tear,
pitching and our defense that's let
hitting two balls out of the park.
"Our biggest (problem) is - us down," Crowley said. "(Sunday)
CQnsistency," McKinney said "If we went out to the ballpark and
you tOOk at the games we lose, it scored two runs in two games.
seems like we have a letdown one We've just got to put everything
,:,
.
•
:iild
play
more Stolt A.nlkrson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER.
inning, the other team scores together
Junior pitcher 1im Klinnert winds up during Sunday's non-conference game at Dick Putz Field.
multiple runs, and it ends up costing consistently."
Husky starting pitchers for nine
runs in the top of the first inning and
SCSU would never recover from

Women's t~nnis squad nets moral victory
Huskies ranked 19th
after solid showing at
Midwest Invitational
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Usually a 1-for-4 weekend isn't a reason
to celebrate - but when four of the five
teams are ranked nati~nally, it's a JX)Sitive
sign for a tennis squad that lacks experience.
SCSU women's tennis Head Coach Larry
Sundby said this weekend's 1-4 showing at
the Midwest Invitational in Edmond, Okla.,
was a strong effort all the way around.
"I was satisfied with the way we played,"
Sundby said. "Individually, we won 40
percent of our matches, but team-wise, we
didn't score enough points to win the
matches.
The three-day invite began with a
showdown Thursday afternoon against

Northwest Missouri State,~which is ranked

fiftfi nationally in the Midwest Region.
The Hus"kies lost the match 5-4, but

Sundby said he was pleased with the
showing.
"I felt really good with how we competed
with them," Sundby said.
The following morning, the Huskies
dropped a 5-3 decision to 14th ranked
Missouri Western and later lost 5-1 to 16th
ranked Midwestern State, Texas.
SCSU junior Susy Cronick said the losses
were not as disappointing, considering the
quality of their opponents.
'The competition is pretty good stuff
down there," Cronick said. "But, it was fun
playing teams that strong and with that much
depth."
The Huskies would win their only match
of the weekend Saturday, after defeating
unranked West Texas A & M, 5-2.
The final match proved to ·be SCSU's
toughest draw, as they lost a 5-0 decision to
eighth ranked Southern Colorado.
Even though Southern Colorado wasn't

the highest ranked team at the invitational.
Sundby said they were the most difficult team
to contend with.
'"They were clearly the best team we
played," Sundby said. 'They were a lot better
than NMS; which is ranked fifth." ·
A highlight from the weekend was the
play of SCSU's four through six singles.
Sophomores Maria Ritchie, Danelle
Peterson and Brianna Rupp each had winning
record at their respective positio)J.s, and
Sundby said he was pleased with their
perfonnances.
"We really had good perfomances at the
bottom of the lineup," Sundby said. "A lot of
the teams were so strong at the top of the
lineup, but our bottom players had good
showings, and that has to help .their
confidence."
Cronick said·the showing was impressive,
but the fact the Huskies haven't had much
experienc~ this season playing outdoors hurt
their performance a bit.
"It was a change," Cronick said on the
courts. ''The sun and wind were a factor, and

it was a major difference than what we're
used to. We ·practiced some outdoors, but
game situations are not the same."- ·
Despite a losing weekend, the Huskies
(17-10 overall, 4-0 North Central
Conference), found out Sunday they are
currently ranked 19th in the Midwest
Regional Poll.
Sundby said he is happy with the
improvements and is looking forward to a
better year next season.
"A year ago, we didn't go down Qiere
(Midwest Invite) because. we would have
been killed," Sundby said. 'Tm so satisfied
with the results this year, that next year we not
only want to compete down~. but win our
share of matches."
Thi:: Huskies will close out their season
this Weekend with the NCC Championships,
played at .the St. Cloud Tennis Center.
Cronick said the past weekend will help
them for this weekend tournament.
''The road trip was good for us in that it
prepares us for the NCC Championships,"
Cronick said.
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Huskies shine at outdoor meet
Men's team places
first, women's fourth
at weekend meets
• 150 COLLEGE STUDENT PosmoNS OPEN
. Staff report

• Excni.ENT WA.GEs
• PERFORMANCE BONUS
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The SCSU track and field teams
posted impressive finishes at its
respective outdoor meets in Northfield,
Minn.
The men's squad competed at the 21team Carleton Relays and came away
with a first-place finish, with a score of111.5.
· 'Meanwhile, the women's score of 65
placed them fou~ out of21 teams, in the

Manitou Classic at St Olaf College.
The Huskies had a strong showing ·
· from senior sprinter Bob Ewings, ·who
finished first in the 100 and 2QO dash.
Sophomqre Travis Zins' throw of 53
feet, I I inches in the shot put earned him
a first place finish and a NCAA Qualifier.
Zins also placed fifth in the discus
lhrow.
Freshman Jed Bergstrom finished
second in the pole vault, with a height of
15 feet 5-3/4 inches.
·
The womeu had ·two first place
finishes. Junior Tonya VanErp finished
top in the long jump with a leap of 17
feet,, 11 inches.
The other first place finish came in the
400 relay, where ~ Huskies finished

~t0,"te

with a time of 49.33.
The Gophers !\ad a total of five firstplace finishes On the women's side.
Both meets consisted of Divison L II,
and ill schools, inc~ucling the likes of St.
Thomas University, University of
Minnesota :- Twin Cities, Mankato State
University, St. Olaf College,. St. John's
Univeciity and the College of St.
Benedict's.
The U of M won the women's meet
with a score of 97.
The lllen's and woµien's .squads will
be back together this weekend, as they
compete at . the Drake · Relays in Des
Moines, Iowa.
Toe meei will begin at 8' a.m. Friday
and continue through Saturday.

Riverside Real Estate P1~tz
mmm
"Jhe F111est 111 ,\/udent Hom111g'·
Clnse to Downtown & Cam us

* 1, 2, 3 & 4 BdrmApts
*Single rooms starting at $179/12mo lease
• DishWashers
• Air Conditioners
• Microwaves
• Security
• Utilitie.s Paid
• Garages & Decks

Gain Experience in: .
• Supervision • Public Relations
• Communications • Facility Management • Retail
Management • Conference Services

onfuse
about'
uters?
Computer Sel'l(ice help
you solve all of your
·
computer.problems by
- attending any of these
various computer
workshops.

Tuesday.. April 21
Intro to Internet: 1-3 p.m.

r--~---------------,
:~
: ~

:
I
I

I
I

Give to

$25.00 . :
Referra~ Bonus :

afriend. lf they sign a leasJ with Campus Management;
you receive $25 offyour first month's rent
(1998-99 school year).

-

Your Name.___________

I
I

I

I

L--~-------------~-J

\Ve1lnesclav• .;\Pdl 22

Dial up Access to Campusetwork: 10-11a.m

Thursday.. Agril 23
Intro to Windows 95: 9-11 p.m
E-Mail: noon-2 p.m.
E-Mail: 6:30-8:30 p.m.

All workshops are held in Centenrlial Hall room 134.
No registration is required for these workshops,
but arrive early to ensure a seat.
For more information contact the Academic Computer
Services HelpDesk at 2077
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Softball enjoys
solid weekend
third ranked Augustana College.
The teams combined for 28 hits,
and Carlyon- bounced back to get
the
win after surrendering four first
The SCSU softball team
continued its witlOing ways, by inning runs.
Hoehn
said she gave Carlyon
winning six of nine games this
some
advice
weekend.
that would help
It all began
her the rest of
Friday, ·when
the way.
the
Huskies
''They were
hosted
th'eirf'
getting to her
first
home
early,"
Hoehn
game of the
said. "She was
season,
keeping
her
baH
entertaining
up and I told her
North Dakota
Karissa Hoehn
to
keep
it
low.
State
SCSU SOFTBALL PrTCHER
After that, she
University at
shut
Selke Field.
(Augustana)
SCSU won the .first game 4-- I,
but dropped game two 4-3 in nine down the rest of the way."
SCSU would defeat NDSU 3-0
innings.
Sophomore pitcher Karissa and the University of North Dakota
4-1
in the afternoon games.
Hoehn picked up the win in game
Sunday, SCSU posted a 2-2
one and sophomore pitcher Adria
record
and lost in the championship
Carlyon suffered the .Joss in the
game to the Bison.
second game.
It marked the fourth time this
Hoehn surrendered five hits and
struck out nine Bison batters, weekend the teams faced each
earnirig her 17th win of the season. other, and the teams split 2-2.
The sweetest part of the
Junior first baseman ·Michelle
Lechner collected twb hits in each weekend, Hoehn said, was the 2-0
record
against Augustana.
game for the Huskies.
"It felt good to beat Augustana,"
This weekend, the Huskies
Hoehn
said. "All the players were
pancipated in the Mankato State
American
Legion
Softball so pumped after beating them, and I
couldn't
wait to shake hands and be
Tournament, in Mankato, Minn.
Saturday's ficstgamehad SCSU on the winning side for once against
on the top end of a 9-6 score over' them."

by Rob LaP/ante

.... SPORTS EDITOR

It felt good to beat
Augustana.

Shane Opaft/PHOTO EDITOR

Sophomore Karissa Hoehn delivers a pttch during the first home game at Selke Field Friday.
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aitk is Filled. Billfold is
r1AEmpty. Isn't it time
~ iY you got an SCCU
VISA Check Card?
Use it over the phone, at the gas pump, grocery store, or anywhere VISA is accepted. Funds are deducted right from your SCCU
_checking account. Plus you can make cash withdrawals at
hundreds of ATMs. CaH or stop by today to learn more!

=sccu

~ r o i ltderaf OaiitUnion.

Membership in 5C£U is open ro students. facu_lty and staff of St. Cloud State University ViSil our websire at www.sccu·mn.org.

654-5474

Located in Room A152 of Atwood Memorial Center.

.

l· NCUA I

INSTANT CREDIT

'.

:
~
Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
11tJ
1 Yean
~
. Up To $10,000 Within Days!
No CREDIT, No JOB, No PARENT-SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT!

no .credit • bad credit • no inconie?
-&4\11i1iltti11filti~
... You Can Qualify To Re~ve

--

Two Of the Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!

~-----------------------------------------~
·
ORDER FORM . _·-..
I

YES!

I want lfJi,,,;M~ii=i#•U:lA;M1M! Credit Cards iinmediately.
GACC, PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

Name .................................................................. _ _ _ ......................................... _ _ _ _ ........................................................................
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ...................................................... - - - ......................................................................
City_~--

- - - - - - · - - - S t a t e - - -........ Zlp .........................................

Slgnature==-----=-~,-----------=--=

lired

Turned Down?

~------------------------------------------

Japan Night plays graceful host
SCSU students
.entered the .
Japanese·
.culture for a few
brief hours to
erijoy Teriyaki
chicken, fashion
and friends
scsu Alkl.do Instructor
Charles Wright' (right)
watches two of his pupils,
Lucas Mantney (center) and
Ivan Nunez, demonstrate
Martial Art Alkido is said to
be ''Zen in motion." Wright is
a professor of Philosophy at
St. Benedict's University. ·

Sophomore Mltsuha Nishikawa performs during the one of two Taiko drumming
sessions as part of Japan Night Saturday night in the Atwood Ballroom. More than Senior Shlzuka Matsuoka wears traditional Japanese summer sandals called
350 people attended the even~ which featured entertainme~ a tea ceremony, dinner Geta. It Is common for both men and women to wear wooden Geta.
and speakers.
ii)

Above, senior Minako Kikuya (left) and junior Anastasia 'Katianda
perform the umbrella dance which originated In the Yamagata
Prefecture area of Japan.
·

Photo stoi-y J:,y
Kristine White,

Staff photographer

_.,j

Shoji Motokl, senior, leads Shiriey·Mak and.Jessy Liao to the stage runway during the
Kimono section of the Japanese Fashion show which also featured happi, yukata and
wedding dresses.
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Icebreaker highlights hqm.egrown talent
Icebreaker conference
will provide activities
for musicians, fans
by Betsy Cahill
STAFF WRITER

Minnesota musicians and music lovers
Mil
·
gather
throughout
he state to honor local talent starting
Wednesday.
"Icebreaker is an all-Minnesota music
:onfere~ talcing place April 22 to 26. .
For 12· years, the Minnesota Music
<\cademy
·
tias
xen presenting the conference for. loca]

inusicians and locaJ · music connoisseurs.
[cebreaker includes severa1 activities for
nusicians
and

'ans.
'1cebreaker is made up of showcases,
;eminars and an awards ceremony," said
Jreg Heim, MMA media chairman.
The Icebreaker Seminars are a series of
nfonnational meetings for musicians with
:opics
like
booking
md tour strategies· and a. song- writing
fforkshop.

"I started going to the confere~e when I
in' my first band," Heim recalled, 'The
nfonnation is generally useful for beginning

Nas

nusicians."

Icebreaker Event Coordinator, "Mean"

:.any agreed saying the event was "exactly

:or a ·chance to get a foot in the door, even if

1ou don't know anything [about music]."
Mean Larry said, "You can be a bug on the

wall or get right in there and ask questions."
music, . is another part of the Icebreaker
The seminars begin on Wednesday at the events. Occurring at 64 bars, coffee houses
400 Bar in Minneapolis with 3: panel and nite clubs in the Twin Cities area, St
discussion on booking and touring strategies Cloud, Duluth and Mankato, the showcase
for
musicians. promotes local venues promoting local
.Mean Larry explained the panel will consist bands.
of talent buyers, bookers ancJ.band managers
James Martin is the club manager at the
and will be moderated by an attorney Red Carpet Niteclub ·and is also in charge of
who works in the music bu.siness.
band booking.
Saturday's
events
"I've been an ·MMA
include a demo listen live ·
member for years, and our
at •First Avenue, in
club has been involved for
Minneapolis.
two
years
. with
A group of music
Icebreaker," Martin said.
industry experts will
He explained that as
It's a
time to part of their association
listen to .demo tapes _
brouglit in by any local
with Icebreaker, The Red
meet
every1Jo4y.
musicians who wish to
Carpet
will
book
have their work critiqued. Some
Minnesota bands for this
week.
Local · bands
'1n the past its been a
little harsh," Mean Larry
sbinoozing, I like playing at the Red Caq,et
said. "We are trying to
this week are The
to
make it a little more
Shannon Curfman · Band,
educational."
G. B. Leighton, 2 Tickets
After the demo listen,
2 Paradise and Tim
there
is
Mahoriey.
"Mean" Larry
a mentoring session
Local coffee house,
ICEBREAKER EVENT
where musicians can
The Java Joint, is also
COORDINATOR
meet with the experts and
sponsoring the Icebreaker
get advice or input on
conference.
their careers.
Manager
Jennifer
· ''It's a great time to meet everybody. Some Nelson said, ''Each coffee shop is hosting one
people call it shmoozing, I like to can it night of music as part of the conference."
networking," Mean Larry said . .
The Minnesota Music Awards take place
The seminars are free to persons' Thursday evening in the First Avenue
with the Icebreaker I...arriinate - $15 at any Mainroom.
First Avenue ticket outlet Otherwise; each
AcCOrding to Heim, 'The awards
seminar is $~ to $5 <J,epending on the ceremony is there to acknowledge the fine
session.
music that has come out in the last year."
The event honors local musicians and
The showcase, featuri~g all-Minnesota

great

people call it

call it
networking.

music industry participants with awards in 38
categories. In its 19th year, ~ awards will be
hosted by Robyn Robinson of KMSPTV.
Campus radio station, KVSC, is a sponsor
of the event. It is giving away passes to the
awards show and Program Director Cari Ness
will be presenting an award at the ceremony.
.The Surahoolies; ii. fonner St Cloud band
now based in Mim}eapolis, are nominated for
an award. They are nominated in the category
of "Specialist Group/Artist" - a category that
leac, vocalist and guitarist Made Hasbroµck
described as "anything that <k>esn't fit into a
niche."
·
·
''To be nominated is neat, but it would
freak me out ifwe won," Hasbrouck said.
Hasbrouck said he h;id never atten~ any
of the Icebreaker events in the past and was
looking forward to getting more involved this
year.
Besides the presentation of awards, nine
nominated bands will be performing in the
Main Room and five. of the seven bands
nominated for "Best New Band" will be
performing next door at the Seventh Stteet
Entry. .

Access to the awards ceremony is
available to persons 21 and older with the
Icebreaker Lamin~te, available through
Ticket Master and other Fust Avenue ticket
outlets. Purchase of an Icebreaker Laminate'
entitles the owner to free entry at all of the
Icebreaker events.
For the first time, the ceremony will be
broadcast live on the internet at
www.liveinconcert.com.
For more infonnation on the Icebreaker
Conference, contact the MMA at 612229-3121 ' or visit their website at
www.bitstream.net/mma.
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Circus·~spires oohs . and ahhs
by f,furiah Miller

T

hrills, spills, tricks and
giggling galore filled

HaJenbeck Han Sunday,
the siie of the 12th annual
J()SC Cole's Circus.

"the

Eyes eager for cotton candy and

screams of amazement described the

Catholic
Church ,,

on cam us

young children as they watched

jugglers, clowns, acrobats and animals
inside three small rings.
, "I like the horses,'' said Mariah

Koevermick, a 4-year-old Circus fan.
"This is gonna be fun," she said before
the show.
Besides the youngsters, the crowd
was filled with an array of people.
Babies, elderly persOns,

parents

and teenagers filled the stands for' the
presentation of daredevils and magic

tricks.

Newrnan Center

. The

396 First Avenue South

■ICA1HOUCCAMPUS.....,,..,.

MASS: SATURDAY: 5:)0 P.M.
SUNDAY: 9 A.M., 11:15 A.M. & 8 P.M.
MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION: 2 51-)261

event,

events."
info Jose Cole's schedul;_
Sunday was Circus Day a( SCSU
~·~:seso~~u~:v~
and C:xcitement filled Halenbeck Hall
Schroepfer said. "His show is worth it while boys and girls bought plastic
for the whole family."~
toys, flashlights, popcorn, candy and
According to Schroepfer, a person soda.
"Raise your hand if ypu want some
·can't lose with such entertainment,
possibility of winning a prize qr taking cotton candy!" exclaimed Senior Rai,
the
world
an elephant ride.
"You can't go
renowned
ringmaster frora
home not liking it,
Las
Vegas,
it's
limitless,"
Schroepfer added.
dressed in a
During
the
sparkling outfit
similar to that of
month the Sartell
Libeiachi. One
Jaycees refer to as
immetliate motion
"Circus Month,"
of raising arms
other members of
followed
in
the organization
recognize
the
response from the
Karen Schroepfer
many
children
in
efforts of the
SARTELL JAYCEES
Schroepfers.
the crowd.
CO-CHAIRWOMAN
"We just have
1be show was
to show up and
filled with shrieks
help out, they have
and laughter, oohs
tkme so much to get everything ready," and gasj,s for air as Jose _Cole's
said Brian Conklin, a member of the .acrobats and high-wires performed
without nets.
Sartell Jaycees.
Schroepfer kicked off the Circus by
1be Sartell Jaycees obtain their
singing the "Star-Spangled Banner" goal in the end and put money
from the center ring and screaming at back into the community while
its conclusion, ''Circus time!"
entertaining a good portion of the St.
For the Schroepfers and the Sartell Cloud area
"It's really fun to come and see the
Jaycees, the day is worth the work.
'7his event has been taking place show and all the people it brings out,"
for 12 years, and each year it has Conklin said.
grown by about $1,000;• Schroepfer
Almost everyone recaJls something
said. "We put the money that is which amazed· them as a child, and
raised at the circus back into the children of this area may have
community toward Sartell Days, the found that Sunday afternoon by ,the
Haunted House, and other community various acts at the Jose! Cole's Circus.

~h~:-;~~:~~

STAFF WRITE/3 •

presented

and

sponsored by the Sartell Jaycees, was
the result of much planning and
preparation.
"Ii's almost like the day the circus
happens
is
my
wedding
day because of all the preparation and
work throughout the year," said Karen
Schroepfer, co-chairwoman of the
Sartell Jaycees.
·
• Schroepfer and her husband Steve
organize the event by finding the site
to host it, choosing the right date,
getting advertising done and fitting

0

OFFICE: 251-1260

You can't go home
not liking it - it's
limitless.
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Housing

Classifieds

NEEi> A FUijNISHED APT.?

--~E=FA=C~l=EN~C~IE~S,, - - - ~~1~f54roomma!e~? !:an us today!
1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE IT! 1 and 2-bdnn. apts.
2-BDRM. $205/mo.
with ·,vanous .)lpor plans and
Forestview apts. S.E. location · amenities: c~oose your size and
Campus Clipper bus lillE!,. On-srre style. B~,c 111\1. pd. Northern Mgmt.
lau~ry. He~t,. wale~, garbage ~ , 65+8300,, ·1 . ·, .'
par1<ing/p,lug-1n included. 654-8300.- : ---W-ES_T_C_A_M_P_U_S_ __
1-4 bdnn, eff. apts, Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $~~·ga'.ages. ' ' ,

.,. 1- & 2-BDRM. APTS. ·
·•. single rooms near Halenbeck.
available Aor mature students in $175/mo. He~t pd. 251-6969.
quiet building. 12-month lease only.
Gall 240-9483.
· •
•·
~~u~~fn~~~~
0
FORESTVIEW _
' Campus Management. '
large .1 & 2-bdnn. apts. Free
reserved parking with plug-ins.-STILL LOOKING?
Quiet, walk-in' closets. On bus line. quell, spa~ous 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. in
Heat and water pd., $360-$430/rT'IO. 8-plex. Free privat,e' reserved
251-6969.
parl<ing. Laundry, heat pd., $360$430. 251-6969,
2-BDRM.
in four:plex by Halenbeck Hall.
VISIT US ON THE WEBI
summernall. Call 251-8941.
Select Prop www.rentneVadslselect

~~eA\-~.i~

MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM. UNIT
4-BDRM. APTS.
·on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd., 2 locations, 1 &-2 baths, heat pd.,
$220/mo. Northern Mgmt. 251- . newer carpeting, parking. Excel
6969.
Mgtnt. 251-6005.
OLYMPIC II
3 to 4-bdnns. Near hockey center. 4bdnn. spin unrrs wrrh two full baths.
DW, micro., security, garages and
ports. Heat paid. 253-1154.
EFACIENCIES AND 1-BDRM.
APTS.
close to dcwntown and SCSU, heat
pd., Riverside Prop. 251-8284, 2519418.

---~=~==~ '
- SHARE~MRJ~~i:~¢1LABLE
4-bdnn. townhomes, individual
~ases, $200-$235/mo. each. Call
252-2633.
1 AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
close to SCSU. Heat pd., on bus
251 1:.,operties.

:~.~:1st~

COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
4-bdrm. units across from campus.
Clean quality living. DW, NC, heat
pd. Contact EqUlty Investments; Jeff
420-1290, or 251-8284.
NOTICE!! NOTICEII NOTICE!!
· Campus
Mgmt.
ann_
ounces:
Redt.<:ed Rate$ on 2· and 3-bdnn.
apts.Summer housing also avail.
Call tod~y 251-1_814.
2·BDRM.
side-by-side duplex near Halenbeck
Hall. Call 251-8941.
HOUSES/ APT. HOUSES
5-bdnn. for 5-6 people. 8-bdnn. for
9-11 people. 9-bdnn. for 9-10
people. Great SCSU locations, Dan
251-1925,
STATEVIEW
4-bdrm, units on campus. Two
showers, OW, micro., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd.
Available immediately. Reasonable
rent. Short-term leases. Telephone
252-6153, leave a message.
SINGLE.ROOMS AVAIIL
AUGUST1
5 locations. $180 • $245, male and
female a~al. Dan 251-1925.
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Policies:
• Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Friday .for Monday's.
edition.
,
•Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines: $2.
• Classifieds will not be accepted via phone u!lless an account has been
established with ·t he University Chronicle..
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
door. Notices are free and run according to the amount of space.
For more information, call .Brenda Herubin, classifieds manager, avaijable at 255-.
3943 or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classifieds.
2-BDRM. APTS.
very nice, newly remodeled, $275
• $295/mo. ea. 1-yr. ~ase. 1 blk. to
campus. Call Greg, 267-3291,
251-4160, N/A255·1274.

2· & 3-BDRM. APT.
summer and fall. 'Allan 253-3488, or
251-1010.
.
BEACHWOOD APTS.
avial. 6/1 or 8/1. 1-bdrm. apts. near

Coboms. 12 mo. leases $320 3-BDRM. APTS.
very nice, $245each, 1-yr. lease, 1
blk to carrj)US, Call Greg, 2673291, 251-4160, N/A255-1274.
MICHIGAN PLACE
1-bdlT'n. spacious, French balconies.
1 bath. Quiet S.E. location. On bus
line. Heat pd., NC, $405/mo.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.

FEMALE SUMMER SUBLEASER
WANTED
$240/mo., parl<ing and ulil. included.
Large bdnn. in furnished home. SINGLE ROOM MALE/FEMALE
Fun roommates! $190/mo. Avail. immediately. 1 blk
to campus; nice! Call 267-3291, or
251-4160,
.
ROOMS:
shared kitchen/ bathrooms. $240 •
WEST CAMPUS II
$260/mo. Also apt. #375 for 1 2-bdrm. apt., near Halenbeck, large
person $450 for 2. urn. and cable bath,.J:IJ!i!Li,:x;!~_$250/mo.
251-69!>9,- r
~·
pd, Close to SCSO; can 253-0094
,. ,. {\
RAVINE APTS.
SHARE 4-BDRM. HOUSE
1 rm. avail. now. Heat pd., free
fall 1998. 253-7116.
laundry. 202-9598.
CAMPUS EAST
large 4-bdnns. with 2 full baths.
1-BDRM. APTS.
Extra storage. DW, garages, for rent. $395/mo. Call Matt, 253seounty. Heat pd. 253-1154.
5787.

~t~i~f;ti.

$350. 1O mo. lease ' $360 •- $390.
Dan 251-1925.

4-BDRM. APTS.
vanous flloor plans. Call 259-9283.
SUMMER RATES
S.E. and Campus locations,
$100/mo. Call Northern Mgmt. 654·

8300.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
2-bdnn. on S.E. side. $250/rno.
Interested call Jennifer ate 253"
9239,

FEMALE TO SHARE 4-BDRM.
APT.
heat pd., parking, laundry, OW,
intercom entry. Exoel Mgmt. 251·
6005,
3-BDRM. APT.
380 5th Ave. S. 3 people $825/mo, 4
people $900/mo. Qualrry living, Dan
251-1925.

~= t

ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
OW, NC. 240-06]9, or

7

CAMPUS QUARTERS HAS 1 & 2
OPENINGS
in 4-bdrm. apts. for fall. lncudes
~~a~i°f•2~}~
blinds. 575 •

22ii:,

8-BDRM. HOUSE
avail. Aug, 1. 2 kitchens, 3
bathrooms, ' washer/dryer, free
parl<ing. $215/person. Must have 8
0ca11 Apartmel).\,,f~~";.;.

~!i

,

HALENBECK APTS.
now renting for summer and fall.
Two full bathrooms, 4-bdnn. apts.
259-9434.

•
M & M APTS.
now renting for '98-'99 schOOI year.
4-bdnn. apts., all freshly updated.
259-9434.

M & M SUITES
1-room efficiencies avail. now,
summer and fall. Util., cable
TV, included. 259-9434.

IVY APTS.
4-bdrm. apts., OW, micro., security
and bas~ cable included. Heat pd,
259-9673.

HOUSE FOR WOMEN
5 openings. 1 blk. from campus on
6th. Heat, m~ro., TV, telephone in
each bdnn. 240-0679, 250-0679.

SMALL 1·BDRM. HOUSE
$450/mo., 12-mo. lease starting
June 1. Util., parl<ing pd. 253-6606.

LARGE SINGLE ROOM
with pnvafe bathroom and NC for
NOTICE!! NOTICEII NOTICE!!
the older student. Util. included. Campus
Mgmt.
announces:
706 6th Ave. S. 252-9226.
·Reduced Rates on 2 and 3-bdnn.
AFFORDABLE
apts.Summer housing also avail.
4-bdrm. apts., Westview, close to
MALE TO SHARE 4-BDRM. AP!
Call today 251-1814.
new SCSU library, heat pd., NC, heat pd., close to SCSU, parl<ing,
DW. 251-8284, 251-9418.
laundry, DW. Excel Mgmt. 251·
SINGLE ROOMS FOR MALE
6005. '
STUDENTS
ATTRACTIVE 4-BDRM. APTS.
summer rates $99/mo. all ulil. pd.
heat pd., parking, laundry, NC,
IT'S NOT TOO LATE!
except phone. Also renting for Fall
SCSU close. Hurry few left. Exoel, call today to see an apt.-eff, 3 & 4- and Winter. Call Dave after 5 p.m.,
251;6005.
bdrm.
avail. . 253-1154
or 251-5246,
www.rent.net/ads/select
WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
NOW RENTING
1-bdnn. $405. 1-bdnn. widen or 2·
AVAIL LG. SINGLE ROOMS
for the 1998-99 school year. 251·
bdnn. sm. $425. 2-bdnn. reg. $445. also 1 and 2-bdrm. apts. On bus · 1814 or scsuhol.Jsing.com. Campus.
2-bdnn. lg. or X-lg. $460. Pool, line. Riverside Properties, 251- Management.
ceiling fan, OW, on bus line, quiet 8284, or 251-9418:
bldgs. Gall 251-3617.
AMENITIES PLUS
PRIVATE ROOMS IN 4-BDRM.
UNIVERSITY NORTH
4-BDRM. APTS.
APTS.
2, 3 and 4-bdnn., decks, heat pd.,
$195/10-'mo. lease, $175/12-moc J,eat pd., DW, micro., NC , intercom DW, NC, 1.5 baths, Riverside Prop,
lease. Heat and basic ceble entry, parl<ing. E.P.M. 251-6005.
251-8284, 251-9418.
included. 259-9673,
BENTONWOOD APTS.
2· AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
SINGLE ROOM
2-bdnn. apts. near Hwy. 10 and 23. for women. Heat, elec. pd. Parking,
male, female, summer or faU. 1 blk. A~al. 611 or 811. 12 mo. ~ases $380 laundry. Close, quiet. 253-0451.
to campus, on 5th Ave. • $400. 10 mo. leases $440 • $460.
Very nice, 267-3291 or 255-1274.
Heat pd., on bus line, micro. incl.
UNIVERSITY APTS.
2 large bdnns. close to SCSU and
Dan251-1925.
downtown, heat pd., OW. Riverside
251-8284, 251-9418.

CONVENIENT HOUSES
close to SCSU and downtown,
locked bdnns., heat pd., spacious.
Riverside Property 251-8284; 251·
9418,

ROOMMATE WANTED
female; $150/mo. Avail. June 1, Call
Kim at 240-8759.
NOTICE!! NOTICE!! NOTICE!!
Campus
Mgmt.
announces:
Reduced rates on 2- and 3-bdrm.
apts. Summer housing also avail.
Call today 251-1814.

--M~ET=R~O~Vl~E~WccA-cPTS=.-2 and 3-bdnn., close to SCSU,
decks, DW, heat pd., NC, security
garages, micro., Riverside Prop.
251-8284, 251-9418.

NOTICE!! NOTICE!! NOTICEII
Campus
Mgmt.
announces: _
Reduced Rates on 2 and 3-bdnn.
apts.Sumrner housing also · avail.
Call today 251-1814.
UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
has 4-bdnn. apts. and 1 house for 5
women. Avail. all within 1 blk. from
campus. 240-0679, 250-0679.
3- & 4-BDRM. APTS.
9 locations to choose from. Decks,
garages, 2 full baths, free parl<ing
and much more. 253-1154, Select
Properties.
TOWNHOUSES SPUT LEVEL
4-bdnn., many locations. 2-bdnn. 1
block from campus. 253-1154,
Select Properties.
APTS. ARE GOING FAST .
call today or see us on the web,
scsuhousing.COm.
Campus
Management, 251-1814.
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$$ 500/MO. $$
2-BDRM. DUPLEX CLOSE TO
CAMPUS
basemen\ off-S1reet parl<ing. 654~ or 255-9262.

90025.

2- OR 3-BDRM. APT.
in a house. Private kitchen and
bathroom, non-smo•ng. 253-5340.
5-BDRM. HOUSE
to share. Free wastvdry and
parl<ing. Call Timothy, 255-0870.

MALE WANTED
to share 4-bdrm. apt. near campus.
Non-smoker. 259-9434.
UNIVERSITY SQUARE II
4-bdrm. al)ts. avail. now. DW, ~.
micros., on-'site"· laundry. Secunty
building. $189-$210/mo., plus
parking. Call SM & M 253-1100.
APTS., ROOMS AND .
EFACIENCIES
many styles and locations. One call
rents It all! 253-1154, Select Prop.

MUST SEE!!
1985 Trans Am, well taken care of.
As•ng $5,000 or BIO. Call 6853917, ask for Scott..

GET EXPERIENCE, MONEY,
TRAINING.
now hiring '98-'99 peer educators.
One yr. commitment. Some pubis,
1994 YAMAHA FZR 600
5000M Looks great and runs great. speaking. 5 hrs.lwk. ADAPT or
Health promotiort. Call Health
Jeremiah, 656-5284.
(Services: 255-4850.
1985 KAWASAKI GPZ
5cond50 ·,t~t_oear~c~si~.~.;.~ngsreat
IVI •

65 GALLON AQUARIUM
includes stand, filter, gravel,
decorations and cleaning kit.
College graduate leaving area
June 1, must sell $300 Or best
offer call 202-1630, please
leave message.

Notices
SCHOLARSHtP!I
now accepting applications for three
$100 Douglas . Jirik Memorial
Schlarships presented by Delta
Sigma Pi. Pre-business or business
majors. Appl. in BB main office.

CAMPUS SQUARE APTS.
on 5th Ave. across from SCSU. 4- .
bdrm: apts. TV, telephone in each
ATTENTION:
bdrm., security, DW, micro., heat. Jewish Student Assoc. Come meet
240-0679, 250-0679.
other.Jewish S1udents. Pizza party &
·schmoczing. thurs. April 23. Meet by
1· BDRM. APT.
couches in Atwood. 6 - 7:30 p.m.
subleaser needed $370/month, 9- Info. call Rona 654-5224 or Jill 255mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on 3634.
bus line on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking inciuded.
Call 654-11154.
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LIKE TO DRIVE?
like to get paid to drive? give us a
call at Executive Express, 21 yrs.
min: DOT, CDLprefenred, 253-2226.

ELK YOUTH CAMP
near Brainerd, needs cabin
counselor, water-front people, craft
· specialist,
naturalist,
fishing
specialist, muiic leader, nurse.
DRMNG INSTRUCTOR
June 10 to Aug. 10. Good pay, EOE.
POSmONS AVAIL
•
will train, flexible hours, competitive 507-373-6002.
wages. Call CMDA 255-9667.
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR

$1,000s POSSIBLE TYPING
part time. At home. Trnl Free 1-800218-9000 Ext. T- 3883 for listings.

• JOBS
.
excellent benefits. World Trav,a. Ask
us how! 517-324-3090 ext. C56813.

$1,000 POSSIBLE
reading bocks. Part time. At home.
Trnl free, 1-800-218-9000 ext. R3883 for listings.

EARN UP TO $2,000
part time in just 4-8 wks. Memolink
needs. 1 highly motivated individual
to direct Its summer sales/marketing
project at St. Cloud. contad Pete at
868-509-6313.

$1,500 WEEKLY
potential mailirig our circulars. Free
information. Call 410 783-8275.

TEACH HOCKEY/ 50 SUMMER
JOBS: ·
private children's- camps, NY, PA,
New England. 6/20 • 8/20. Call
Anene Streisand, 1-800-443-6428

SPRING BREAK '98
free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida from
$399 and up. Organize a small
=~i;~a~e:o::~~~~?~l

Attention
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps; 4WDs. Your area. TQtl free 1800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.
- ·~GO~V~'T~F"'OccR:::E:::C:cLO:;S:::E:::D-;,H:::O-;-;M;:cES;;from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, your area. Toti free 1-800218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for current_
listings.
'

---~~===EUROPE· SUMMER '98 $209 (each way plus taxes).
Caribbean/ Mexico $229 rA. Call 1800-326-2009.
http: /lwY.w.airhltch.or_
g

WHAT IF l'M PREGNANTI?
for help and hope call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain, SUlte 205, St. Cloud.
RESUME SERVICE
student packages. 240-2355.
.TOM'S BARBERSHOP

~~c\"'~~:,

~Ewa~~;.25.;,;
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
TRAVEL EUROPE & WORK
SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/ YOU Headquarters and all other
teach basic conversatiooal English
CHOOSElt
S1udents, $5. All other weekdays,
in Prague, Budapest & Krakow. NY, PA, New
England. lnS1ructors . $6.
Competitive wages + benefits. Ask · needed: Tennis, roller-hOQkey,
us how! (517) 336-0629 ext. basketball, l!eguards, w~. baseball,
PERSONAL ALARM
K56811.
gymnastics, sailing, etc. Arlene helps protect friends, !8:mily o_r
Streisand, 1-800-443-6428.
yourself with ~n ear-splitti_ng wall
LIVE~N PCA
Employment
activated by switch or pull pin. Uses
personal care att. wanted part-time
SUMMER CAMP STAFF
WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS
NEED SOME EXTRA MONEY?
9-volt battery (not irduded). Choose
hours. Call Chad at 656-9233.
enjoy worl<ing and playing outdocrs red or gray. $18.95 each, or take
to choose from with 30+ years of part-time caretaker position a La
w~h children. SWimming, campfires, advantage bf our roommates
experience. 251-1814. Campus Paz Community (located near
RESPONSIBLE, CARING
kayaks, climbing wall and water special: two or more alarms ooly
Management.
SCSU campus). Responsibilities
PERSON TO BABYSIT
trampoline. Co-ed youth camp $14.95 each. Check or money order
WINDSOR WEST
include:
cleaning/maintaining 9-yr-old
tour
thi! located 30 minutes S.W. of to Robert J. Roo .
4-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two full hallways, laundry toom I _& :~~~9~9, :fte~~. ion
Minneapolis seeks 40 men and 11925 7th st N.E.
women. Certified lifeguards, 0ep1.1,sc
baths. DW~_ITUCfos., security. Heat :.iio~~;~~ce s;:mremovatw£
program ·counselors, envir. ed. · Mpls., MN 55434
paid. 253-1154.
·, ~.aim._ Great job
assistants . .and arts and crafts In MN add 6.5% sales tax..
instructor.
10-12
wks.
of
SUBLETSPECIALS
tieH~u.51~[.
IN PLAC~ FOR NEXT FALL?
large 4-bdrrn units one block from Cloud, MN 56301 _ Deadline 4128. c~der becomI~g PIT school bus employment start June 13. M~t be
18 or older. Training provided.
Salary plus room and board.
~~:ro~~~~;.~~at4~-~~R: EEO/M
f~~r.H~:e:~~n~~
Preference given to college
WAITPERSONS NEEDED
AND 2 p.m. • 4:15 p.m. $8.50 • students internships welcome. Call
at focal St., Cloud establishment. $10.50itir. Call Spanier Bus 251- for app. or interview, 612474--8085.
Personal,;
Weekend wor1< only with ·flexible 3313. We are hiring all summer.
schedules avaiL Competitive wages
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
NANNIES!
plus tips. Interested? Call Cathy at
PRETEND
live-in positioos with Prescreened
251-9951.
the ChriS1ian father god had his only
Nationwide Professional Families.
soo tortured and slaughtered as a
"Sc. Cloud Technical College is
concerned
Top salaries. B~nefit~. 1-yr.
GET PAID TO PtAY
sacrifice to himself, which is a summer jobs workig with youth ages commitment! Nannies Ehte. Call
christian perfect, moral, family. 5-15 in YMCA programs NE _a_nd Sandy. 1-800-726-3965.
with providing hands-on experience necessary to obtain a
example of child abuse.- The cross is Anoka county areas. Competitwe
a symbol for child abu~·. The sa111:e wages and opportunities. for future
THE HOLIDAY INN, ST.CLOUD
god committed genOC1de on his employment. Call 612-789-8803 lor will have varius positions a:vial. for
ceal job!" "lnsccuctocs ace
to pcovidchildren in the biblical flood, and appl.
the summer. Please come in and fill
infinitely tortures his· children in
out an application and ask for
ing the best education possible for you!"
obta i n a
infinite hell. To teach children
Carolyn. We offer great benefits for
EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
Christianity is itself child abuse. desperately wanted by infertile, working 20+ hrs/wlc.!!! We are very
Anyone who is Christian · is a hopeful parents. All races needed. flexible, and will wor1< with you!
good sal~ry, a license or certification is invalu able." "The
terrorized pel'Son, especially clergy.
Come check us out!!!
Dare to question religion. Atheism is ~~~;1!~
true. Christians wOf'Ship and glorify 9673.
newest and best available
being taught
HELP WANTED
child abusers and child abuse. What
men/women earn $375 weekly
you worship is a reflection of you.
processing/assembling Medical 1.D.
'HEY, ARE YOU GOING _TO
at St. Cloud Technical College _is required for success in
Christianity is slavery.
SUMMER SCHOOL AND NEED A cards· at home. Immediate
openings, your · local . are~: No
WEEKEND JOB?'
the workplace." -A Student's View
Friendship Ventures is hiring camp experience necessary, will train. Call
Lost / Found
staff to work Friday 5:30 p.nr. - Medicard 1-541-386-5290 Ext.
Sunday 5:30 p.m. Camps are 118M.
IN STEWART HALL
located near Annandale, just 25 min.
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING TO
2 nice jacl<ets. Stop at 125 Stewart S.E. fo St. Cklud and Eden Prairie.
DO THIS SUMMER? WANT TO
Hall to describe and claim.
Wor1< 2 -12 weekends this summer,
and could continue next school BE CLOSE TO ST. CLOUD OR IN
THECmES?
yearl Work with adults & ~ds with
disabil~ies. Will train. All majors can F·rieridship Ventures is hiring college
For Sale
students. We will provide the
~li~m~!ot~ -8~5;~~7t0
training if you provide the positive
SI: CLOUD TECHNICAL
WEDDING GOWN
attitude and energy! Earn a salary
never worn, very elegant, tank style, friendl@spaceS1ar.com
plus
free
room
&
.
board.!
Ma~y
orig. $1,200, as•ng $350. S~e 6-8.
positions avail. at Camp FnendshIp.
' $1,000 WEEKLY!!
252-5705.
{Jo/den Oppoitunities .
stuff envelopes at home for $2.00 and Eden Wood serving children &
adults
with
developmental
t 9 .fi 8 - l 9 9 8
each
plus
bonuses.
Fir,
PIT.
Make
1996 KAWASAKI NINJA
only 600M. $2,800 or b/o. Call Scott $800+ weekly, guaranteed! Free disabiltties. lriquiries Welcome! EOE
(320) 654-5089, 1-800-222-1009 or (V/ITY) 654-5988
supplies. For details, send one 1-800-450-8376.
529-8280, leave message.
]';40 Northway Drive • St. Cloud, MN 56303-1240
stamp to: N - 126 12021 Wilshire 1friendl@spacestar.com
Blvd., Suite 552, Los Angeles, Ca
M>A-F~f.ffirmaliveAdion/E(IUIIOpponuMy Educalor an<IEmployt<
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